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DOI Standard Position Description  


PD# DX04100 


 


OPM Official Classification: Wildland Firefighter, GS-0456-05 


 


Organizational Classification: Wildland Firefighter Apprentice, GS-0456-05 


 


Wildland Fire Apprenticeship Program 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 


This is a standard wildland fire management position description intended for use in the 


Department of Interior (DOI). The standard position description (SPD) is only to be used for 


positions enrolled as a Department of Labor registered apprentice in the Wildland Fire 


Apprenticeship Program (WFAP). The position is located on a wildland fire module or crew 


within the fire management organization. The position serves at the GS-05 level, more skilled 


developmental capacity as a wildland fire apprentice firefighter on one or more of the following 


module types: dispatch, engine, handcrew (suppression, fuels, or wildland fire module) or 


helitack. 


 


Under the guidance and direction of a more seasoned journey-level firefighter, the position 


performs wildland fire related duties which involve fire prevention, dispatch, planning and fuels 


management. The incumbent receives instructions on the proper maintenance and repair of 


firefighting tools, equipment, and facilities. As part of the apprenticeship program, the apprentice 


attends compulsory training in a residential academy setting. 


 


The more skilled apprentice functions within a training environmental setting to gain more 


seasonal experience and skills necessary to prepare the incumbent for readiness to obtain 


wildland fire qualifications for transition and placement into the permanent firefighter position, 


Wildland Firefighter, GS-0456-05, (DOI SPD# DX00300). 


 


MAJOR DUTIES 


 


Wildland Fire Apprentice Work (60%) 


Serves as more skilled Apprentice on a fire crew, performing recurring fire suppression and fuels 


management developmental duties which provide orientation and familiarization to the work 


processes and various functional areas of the wildland firefighting career field. The incumbent 


serves on a handcrew and/or engine prior to completion of the program; not all types are 


required. 


 
Serves as  an experienced member within a wildland fire module or crew in fuels management, fire 


suppression, monitoring, and post-fire activities, applies an understanding of firefighter safety, fire 


behavior, topography of the area, weather, fuels, and training in fire management work to 


recommend and implement tactical directions on attacking, controlling, or mopping up fires, building 


or patrolling firelines, cleaning up burned areas within firelines, suppressing spot fires, felling snags 


or trees, and cutting brush. Places caches of equipment and supplies at strategic points.  
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Observes, collects, and records fire-related data with regards to fuels, topography, eather, fire 


behavior, fire effects, smoke, and fire location on natural caused fires when applying a strategy 


other than full suppression. Gathers and preserves evidence for possible actions in prosecuting 


offenders, under the direction of an investigator, in human caused incidents.  


 


Operates, moves, inspects, and performs preventative maintenance on vehicles and equipment to 


include crew carriers, fire engines, command vehicles, pickups, and other specialized equipment. 


Uses judgment to safely operate, maneuver, and set up vehicles and equipment in a variety of 


environments including urban, grassland, and mountainous terrain. Ensures adherence to vehicle 


safety procedures when transporting personnel, fuel, and equipment, considering bridge and road 


limits, equipment weight and length, and weather effects. 


 


In addition, as Apprentice, performs the following duties specific to the crew or module 


assigned:    


 


• Engine: Drives and operates a wildland fire engine, positioning the engine for proper use and 


operation based on an understanding of engine capabilities and weight limitations. Starts 


pump engine, primes pump, adjusts engine speed and pump valves, lays hose, and uses 


appropriate nozzles and makes nozzle adjustments for effective use of water and additives. 


May perform duties such as water handling or maintenance of specialized equipment in 


response to wildland urban interface/intermix situations. 


• Crews: Serves as lookout and locates Fireline and implements appropriate Fireline 


construction methods necessary (e.g., mineral soil scrape, cup trenching, removal of ladder 


fuels) to stop fire spread, making adjustments based on terrain and other conditions, and 


assessing escape routes and safety zones. Conducts tree felling and chainsaw operations, 


including appropriate snag mitigation. Monitors weather and smoke conditions and reports 


observations to the crew. Ensures proper refurbishing and resupply of tools, vehicles, food, 


water, and other supplies. 


• Helitack: Performs helicopter crewmember duties such as: prepares internal and/or external 


cargo loads, briefs passengers before takeoff, follows proper procedures for 


loading/unloading the helicopter, constructs helispots or landing areas, monitors dipsites, and 


prepares sling load sites. Works with higher-graded firefighters and receives on-the-job 


training, instruction, and orientation in helicopter operations to include accompanying the 


pilot on flights, providing radio communications to dispatch and/or ground firefighters, 


navigating with use of maps, and applying aviation safety regulations. 


 


Other Training Assignments (40%) 


As a member of a team or group reviews land/fire management planning documents including, 


land and resource management plan, fire management plans, wildland fire emergency response 


plans, fire danger operating plans, community wildfire protection plans, and prescribed fire burn 


plans, to both gain an understanding and to communicate to other firefighters the relationship 


between guidance documents and the hands-on work of a journey level wildland firefighter. 


 


Reviews local cooperator agreement documents to understand the scope and limitations of 


wildfire response in their local area. 
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Attends advanced training in wildland fire, human performance, risk management and natural 


resource in a residential academy setting. 


 


Participates in local fire and safety training in the techniques, practices, and methods of fire 


suppression and in the safe, efficient operation and use of tools, equipment and vehicles used in 


fireline activities. Participates in crew proficiency checks and drills. Participates in safety 


sessions and fire critiques. 


 


May be assigned to a fire lookout to provide detection and reporting of wildfires. Reports smoke 


and fire to a dispatcher giving location, estimated size and other pertinent information. Reports 


weather and fire behavior information keeping the dispatcher and/or other officials informed of 


current conditions. 


 


After orientation and training may serve in a wildland fire dispatch center communicating 


weather and resource status, responding to non-emergency radio and telephone calls. Identifies 


jurisdiction of reported fires and notifies appropriate officials. 


 


Under the guidance of a seasoned wildland firefighter, performs project or other land 


management work such as road and trail maintenance, habitat manipulation, miscellaneous 


equipment and facilities maintenance and interpretive work with the public. 


 


Performs other duties as assigned. 


 


FACTORS 


 


Guidelines 


 


A large body of specialized technical firefighting, safety, fire prevention, and fire organization 


guides exist and must be thoroughly understood and applied. These guides include manuals, 


handbooks, training aids, maps and charts, and special instructions and practices pertaining to the 


use of mechanized equipment, aerial techniques, and other procedures related to fire 


management work. Incumbent will learn and be aware of the guidance, as well as the constantly 


changing nature of guidelines as new or modified techniques emerge. 


 


At this level, the Apprentice performs work assignments in accordance with established 


procedures, referring emergency and unusual problems to supervisors. Apprentice Wildland 


Firefighters at this level exercises more skilled experience when applying procedures and safety 


protocols to the specific conditions of the assignment.  


 


Complexity 


 


The Apprentice Wildland Firefighter performs wildland firefighting in a variety of assignments 


as a member of a module or crew. The approach exercised while performing work assignments e 


varies based upon terrain, fire intensity, fuels availability, wind velocity, smoke, and resource 


values. Specific tasks, use of tools and methods, and the sequence in which tasks are to be done 


are determined by evaluation of the situation and issues involved. Consideration must also be 
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given to slope, weather conditions, fuels and other fire behavior factors while performing 


wildland fire suppression. Decisions made relate to such matters as: (1) selecting routes and 


methods to reach fires; (2) deciding if fires can be suppressed without additional help or 


equipment; (3) determining initial action to be taken to control/manage small fires, including 


water delivery options; (4) ascertaining the cause of fires; and (5) recommending action. 


 


Personal Contacts/Purpose of Contacts 


 


Contacts include members of the module and crew, including leaders, supervisors, fire 


management officers, and dispatch; these contacts are to receive and provide instruction, 


information, and mentorship and to communicate details related to the assignment. Contacts 


include travelers, campers, visitors, and residents of the area to provide information regarding 


fire prevention, fire hazards, restricted areas, and routes of travel and to secure cooperation and 


participation in the fire prevention program. Contacts are to ensure that safety rules, protocols, 


and procedures are followed. Contacts include sharing skills and knowledge with lower graded 


firefighters in the operation and maintenance of tools and equipment and in fire management 


activities. 


 


Supervision Received 


 


The Wildland Firefighter Apprentice at this level work under a supervisor who provides work 


assignments, instructions, and work schedules. The supervisor periodically checks the readiness 


of equipment, reviews work performance on fires, and ensures that fire plans, safety rules, and 


equipment maintenance procedures are being followed. Supervisor furnishes advice, assistance, 


and helps in determining action to take on hazardous conditions encountered or unusual work 


problems that occur; however, during emergency or fire situations, the incumbent may be in 


situations where there’s limited opportunity to contact supervisor for help, assistance, or 


guidance and must use independent judgment.  


 


OTHER SIGNIFICANT FACTS 


 


The duties of this position are so rigorous that employment is limited physically vigorous 


individual who must meet established maximum age and physical qualification requirements.  


 


Physical Demands: Arduous exertion for protracted periods of time such as, but not 


limited to, extensive running, walking, climbing, kneeling, stooping, pulling hoses, jumping and 


twisting, prolonged standing, walking over uneven ground, and recurring bending, reaching, 


lifting, and carrying of items weighing over 50 pounds and shared lifting and carrying of heavier 


items, and similar activities requiring at least average agility and dexterity.  


 


Work Environment: Forest, range, and desert environments in steep terrain where surfaces may 


be extremely uneven, rocky, covered with thick tangled vegetation, smoky conditions, etc. 


Temperatures commonly exceed 100 degrees F and may fall below freezing. Risks include 


smoke inhalation, fire entrapment, snake or insect bites and stings, exposure to excessive 


machinery noise, and falling and rolling material. Employee must adjust and cope with exposure 


to weather elements, dust and smoke, poor bivouac and eating situations under an unpredictable 
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set of circumstances. Firefighters may be required to live in backcountry camps for extended 


periods of time. The hazardous nature of the work requires that personal protective equipment be 


worn (e.g., boots, hard hat, gloves, flame resistant clothing). Work may require travel by fixed-


wing or rotor-wing aircraft. 


 


Incumbent is required to sign the apprentice agreement and adhere to the standards established 


by the National Interagency Joint Apprentice Agreement. 


 


This is a testing designated position (TDP) under the Department of the Interior Drug-Free 


Workplace Program. 


 


Incumbent is subject to medical examination and must pass the work capacity test for arduous 


positions. 


 


Position may require a valid state driver's license to operate light vehicles and 4X4 vehicles.  


 


When this position description is used in helideck, wildland fire module, or hotshot operations, 


specific qualification requirements apply (e.g., Interagency Standards for Fire and Fire Aviation 


Operations, Standards for Interagency Hotshot Crew Operations, National Wildfire Coordinating 


Group Guidance). 
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POSITION EVALUATION STATEMENT 
 


OPM Official Title, Series, and Grade:  Wildland Firefighter, GS-0456-05 
 
Organizational Title, Series, Grade: Wildland Firefighter Apprentice, GS-0456-05 


 
Position Number: DX04100 


 
Background: This Standard Position Description (SPD) was developed by an Advisory Work Group 
made up of a team of fire subject matter expert and classification specialist and is representative of 
prevention work performed. The major duties listed in the SPD were identified through a thorough 
analysis of the 0456 Wildland Firefighter standard. The position description is only to be used for 
positions enrolled as a Department of Labor registered apprentice in the Wildland Fire Apprenticeship 
Program (WFAP). The purpose of the position is to serve in a more skilled developmental trainee 
capacity as a wildland fire apprentice. 


 
References: Position Classification Standard for Wildland Fire Management, June 2022 


 
Series Determination: 
The GS-0456 Fire Management series includes one-grade interval positions that supervise or perform 
work to manage and extinguish fires and involves technical and specialized work in the planning and the 
execution of Wildfire management programs in fire adapted ecosystems while dealing with problems of 
smoke dispersion, and hazard reduction near urban areas. This includes, but is not limited to, fire 
prevention, pre-attack planning, wildfire suppression, post suppression, fire research, and other 
specialized work relating to fire management programs. Knowledge required by positions in this series 
vary by specialty area, however positions may require knowledge of: Wildland Firefighting and fire 
prevention theory and techniques; wildland Firefighting fire suppression and management techniques; fire 
behavior, fuels management, fire hazard and risk analysis, fuel volume and flammability assessment; 
skills in planning, direction, or carrying out fire protection and prevention programs and operations; the 
types and capabilities of fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters used in suppressing and managing wildland 
fires; and incident Command System (ICS), command and control, and the coordination of emergency 
response resources, provided for within the common hierarchy of the National Incident Management 
System (NIMS). 


 
The primary purpose of this position is to serve in a more skilled developmental trainee capacity as a 
wildland fire apprentice. The position serves as a firefighter on one or more of the following module 
types: dispatch, engine, handcrew (suppression, fuels, or wildland fire module) or helitack. Other 
developmental wildland fire related duties performed under the guidance and direction of a journey level 
firefighter, will involve fire prevention, dispatch, planning, and fuels management. The incumbent will 
also be instructed on the proper maintenance and repair of firefighting tools, equipment, and facilities. As 
such, the 0456 has been determined to be the appropriate series for the position. 


 
Title Determination: 
The basic title for positions that involve wildland firefighting operations is Wildland Firefighter.  


 
Grade Determination: 
The 0456 PCS is written in a narrative format describing the Nature of Work and Level of Responsibility 
for each grade covered by the standard. The classification factors include: (1) guidelines; (2) complexity; 
(3) personal contacts/purpose of contacts; and (4) supervision received. Part I, Fire Management Position 
Illustrations of the PCS (under Part II, Grading Information) provides illustrative grade level criteria for 
nonsupervisory positions in grades GS-3/4/5/6/7, 9, and 11. The grade level information provides a 
summary of the grade level, followed by specific illustrations of duties and responsibilities characteristic 
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of the grade described loosely in terms of the classification factors identified above. Illustrations vary by 
grade level and may be described in in terms of specialty areas such as Aviation, Fuels, and Planning. 


 
Nature of Work 


 
At the GS-05 wildland firefighters have substantial full-time assignments as operators of fire tankers used 
to suppress and manage forest and range fires and are responsible for driving, operating, and servicing 
large tankers equipped with extensive and complicated plumbing systems and pumps capable of drafting 
large volumes of water, select routes or follow designated routes and drive tank-trucks in heavy traffic rind 
on narrow, steep, and hazardous mountainous roads, which requires a high degree of driving judgment and 
skill and a thorough understanding of safety techniques to deliver staff and equipment safely to 
destinations. Maneuver trucks into position near fire, taking into consideration parking limitations, terrain, 
wind conditions, and escape routes. Determine pressures required, regulate valves, and operate pumps and 
auxiliary equipment during suppression operations. 
 
At the GS-06 wildland firefighters may serves as a skilled member of a helitack crew. Respond to 
incident(s) via helicopter, may be inserted to incident via rappel from a hovering helicopter. Ensure load 
manifests, aircraft weight and balance calculations are accurate and within helicopter limitations and safety 
guidelines. Direct suppression operations, make work assignments, solve work problems, review work, and 
make fire reports. Assume responsibility for directing the operation and use of special tools and equipment 
such as, but not limited to power saws, portable pumpers, flame throwers, and communication equipment, 
and make decisions as to when, where, and how equipment can be utilized to the greatest advantage. 
Determine the strategy to be used in suppressing fires, assume responsibility for the proper care and 
maintenance of tools, equipment. 


 
Like the GS-05, the position may drive and operate a wildland fire engine, positioning the engine for 
proper use and operation based on an understanding of engine capabilities and weight limitations. As 
directed, starts pump engine, primes pump, adjusts engine speed and pump valves, lays hose, and uses 
appropriate nozzles and makes nozzle adjustments for effective use of water and additives. May have 
specialized duties such as water handling specialist or maintenance of specialized equipment used to 
respond to wildland urban interface/intermix situations. 
 
Unlike the GS-06, the position is not yet tasked with ensuring load manifests, aircraft weight and balance 
calculations are accurate and within helicopter limitations and safety guidelines, instead, they work with 
higher-graded firefighters and receive on-the-job training, instruction, and orientation in helicopter 
operations to include accompanying the pilot on flights, providing radio communications to dispatch 
and/or ground firefighters, navigating with use of maps, and applying aviation safety regulations.  
 
Unlike the GS-06, the position endeavors to recommend and implement tactical directions on attacking, 
controlling, or mopping up fires, building or patrolling firelines, cleaning up burned areas within firelines, 
suppressing spot fires, felling snags or trees, and cutting brush, rather than making the final strategy 
determinations or assuming responsibility for the fire line equipment as reflected in the GS-06. 


 
This position meets, but does not exceed, the GS-05 for Nature of Work. 


 
Level of Responsibility 


 
At the GS-05 wildland firefighters work under the general supervision of Fire Management Officers who 
periodically check the readiness of equipment, review their work performance on fires, and ensure that 
fire plans, safety rules, and equipment maintenance procedures are being followed. 


 
At the GS-06 wildland firefighters work under general supervision. Incumbents of positions at this level 
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follow standard procedures and practices und perform their work assignments with limited supervision or 
guidance. Plans and carries out recurring work without detailed instructions and plans, schedules, and 
completes inspections and reports. Incumbent often functions independently in the field, relying on 
his/her own experience, expertise, and judgment. The supervisor reviews reports, and checks work on the 
basis of meeting program objectives and on the effectiveness of overall operations. Completed work is 
reviewed for adherence to guidelines and established policy and safety objectives. 
 
Like the GS-05, the position work under a supervisor who provides general work assignments, 
instructions, and work schedules. The supervisor periodically checks the readiness of equipment, reviews 
work performance on fires, and ensures that fire plans, safety rules, and equipment maintenance 
procedures are being followed. Supervisors furnish advice, assistance, and help in determining action to 
take on hazardous conditions encountered or unusual work problems that occur. 
 
Unlike the GS-06, the position does not perform independent assignment planning, operates under 
considerable supervision, and work is periodically reviewed in depth. 


 
This position meets, but does not exceed, the GS-05 for Level of Responsibility. 


 
FINAL CLASSIFICATION: The position is properly classified as Wildland Firefighter, GS-0456-05. 


 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) Determination: This position does not meet exemption criteria 
found in 5 CFR 551 and is determined to be Non-Exempt from the minimum wage and overtime 
provisions of the Act. 
 
 





		POSITION EVALUATION STATEMENT

		Series Determination:

		Title Determination:

		Grade Determination:

		Nature of Work

		Level of Responsibility






HCM-6502 (04/2021)  
U.S. Department of the Interior 


CERTIFICATION OF STANDARD POSITION APPROVAL FOR RETIREMENT 
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[     ] 1. Approved under the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS), 5 USC § 8336(c) 


[     ] 2. Approved under the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS), 5 USC § 8412(d) 


3. Category of Coverage:


4. Bureau/Office:


5. Classification Title:


6. Organization Title:


7. Position Number: 8. Series and Grade:


9. Recommendation for Coverage:


Primary duties are directly connected with the control and extinguishment of fires. The duties of this 
position are so rigorous that employment is limited to young and physically vigorous individuals who 
must meet established age and physical qualification requirements.


Signatures and Approval *required fields


10. Human Resources Specialist, Department of the Interior’s Signature:*


11. Assistant Director, Fire and Aviation, Bureau of Land Management’s Signature:*


12. Chief, Division of Fire and Aviation, National Park Service’s Signature:*


13. Director, Wildland Fire Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs’s Signature:*


14. Chief, Branch of Fire Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Signature:*


APPROVAL:  The position described above is approved for coverage under Firefighter or Law Enforcement (FF/LEO) 
Retirement retroactive to classification date.  Approval is by the Department of the Interior’s Secretary’s Designee: 


15. Director, Workforce Relations, Office of Human Capital's Signature:*





		1: 

		 Approved under the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS), 5 USC § 8336(c): Yes



		2: 

		 Approved under the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS), 5 USC § 8412(d): Yes



		3 Category of Coverage: Primary/Rigorous (Firefighter)

		4 BureauOffice: DOI Bureau's may use this Standard PD and must use the Standard PD Number

		5 Classification Title: Wildland Firefighter

		6 Organization Title: Wildland Firefighter Apprentice

		7 Position Number: DX04100

		8 Series and Grade: GS-0456-05

		9: 

		 Recommendation for Coverage:: The standard position description (SPD) is only to be used for positions enrolled as a Department of Labor registered apprentice in the Wildland Fire Apprenticeship Program (WFAP). The position is located on a wildland fire module or crew within the fire management organization. The position serves at the GS-05 level, more skilled developmental capacity as a wildland fire apprentice firefighter on one or more of the following module types: dispatch, engine, handcrew (suppression, fuels, or wildland fire module) or helitack.



		10: 

				2023-11-28T09:55:06-0700

		WILLIAM SIZEMORE







		12: 

				2023-11-30T09:02:17-0700

		CHRISTOPHER WILCOX







		15: 

				2023-12-07T10:00:08-0600

		JENNIFER ARGUELLO







		13: 

				2023-12-01T11:37:30-0700

		AARON BALDWIN







		14: 

		 Chief, Branch of Fire Management, U: 

		S: 

				2023-12-04T11:51:02-0500

		EDWIN CHRISTOPHER











		11: 

				2023-11-29T13:17:47-0700

		GRANT BEEBE














  


 
                  


POSITION DESCRIPTION 
1. Position Number 2. Explanation (show any positions replaced) 


3. Reason for Submission 
New    Redescription    Reestablishment             Standardized PD          Other    


4. Service     
HQ         Field


5. Subject to Identical Addition (IA) Action 
  Yes (multiple use) No (single incumbent) 


   
                                         


6. Position Specifications 


Subject to Random Drug Testing  Yes


     


                         No


     Subject to Medical Standards/Surveillance   Yes      No


                             Telework Suitable    Yes        No


                                          Fire Position Yes         No


                Law Enforcement Position  Yes        No


  


7. Financial Statement Required 


          Executive Personnel-OGE-278 


            Employment and Financial Interest-OGE-450 


             None required


8. Miscellaneous 


Functional Code:  --


BUS: - -


9. Full Performance Level 


Pay Plan:


Grade:       


10. Position Sensitivity and Risk Designation 


 Non-Sensitive  


Non-Sensitive: Low-Risk


 Public Trust  


Non-Sensitive: Moderate-Risk 


Non-Sensitive: High-Risk 


 National Security  


    


Noncritical-Sensitive: Moderate-Risk 


Noncritical-Sensitive: High-Risk  


Critical-Sensitive: High-Risk


   Special Sensitive: High-Risk 


11. Position is  


2-Supervisory


4-Supervisor (CSRA) 


 5-Management Official 


  6-Leader: Type I 


  7-Leader: Type II


    8-Non-Supervisory


12. Position Status 
  Competitive     SES
  Excepted (specify in remarks)    SL/ST  


13. Duty Station


14. Employing Office Location   15. Fair Labor Standards Act  
Exempt  Nonexempt


16. Cybersecurity Code 
#1:    #2:    -   -                 #3:   -   -                       


17. Competitive Area Code: 
    Competitive Level Code: 


18. Classified/Graded by Official Title of Position    Pay Plan 


--


Occupational Code Grade


--


  Initial    Date 


a. Department, Bureau, or Office 


b. Second Level Review 


19. Organizational Title of Position (if different from, or in addition to, official title) 20. Name of Employee (if vacant, specify)


21. Department, Agency, or Establishment 
U.S. Department of the Interior 


a. Bureau/First Subdivision 


b. Second Subdivision 


c. Third Subdivision 


d. Fourth Subdivision 


                                   


       
 


e. Fifth Subdivision 


22. Supervisory Certification. I certify that this is an accurate statement of the major duties and responsibilities of this position and its organizational relationships and that the position 
is necessary to carry out Government functions for which I am responsible.  This certification is made with the knowledge that this information is to be used for statutory purposes relating to, 
but not limited to:  FLSA determinations; position sensitivity and requirements; and appointment/payment of public funds.  False or misleading statements may constitute violations of such 
statutes or their implementing regulations. 


a. Typed Name and Title of Immediate Supervisor b. Typed Name and Title of Higher-Level Supervisor or Manager (optional)


Signature Date Signature Date


23. Classification/Job Grading Certification. I certify that this position has been
classified/graded as required by Title 5, U.S. Code, in conformance with standards published by the 
U.S. Office of Personnel Management or, if no published standards apply directly, consistently with 
the most applicable published standards. 


24. Position Classification Standards Used in Classifying/Grading Position 


Typed Name and Title of Official Taking Action 


Signature Date


25. Position Review   Initials  Date Initials Date 


a. Supervisor 


b. Classifier 


Information for Employees. The standards, and information on their application, are 
available in the personnel office. The classification of the position may be reviewed and 
corrected by the agency or the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Information on 
classification/job grading appeals, and complaints on exemption from FLSA, is available from 
the personnel office or the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. 


26. Remarks


   Form HC-08 (November 2023)  Office of Human Capital 





		   Form HC-08 (July 2020) Office of Human Capital 

		Instructions for Completing DOI’s Standardized PD cover sheet 





		POSITION DESCRIPTION: 

		1 Position Number: DX04100

		New: Off

		Redescription: Off

		Reestablishment: Off

		Standardized PD: On

		Other: Off

		HQ: Off

		Field: Off

		Yes multiple use: On

		No single incumbent: Off

		2 Explanation show any positions replaced: Replaces PD#FDIA005, Forestry Technician, GS-0462-05, as a result of Application of New OPM Classification Standard, Wildland Firefighter, GS-0456, June 2022.

		Executive PersonnelOGE278: Off

		Employment and Financial InterestOGE450: Off

		None required: Off

		NonSensitive LowRisk: Off

		2Supervisory: Off

		4Supervisor CSRA: Off

		5Management Official: Off

		6Leader Type I: Off

		7Leader Type II: Off

		8NonSupervisory: On

		Competitive: Off

		Excepted specify in remarks: Off

		SES: Off

		SLST: Off

		NoncriticalSensitive ModerateRisk: Off

		NoncriticalSensitive HighRisk: Off

		CriticalSensitive HighRisk: Off

		Special Sensitive HighRisk: Off

		13 Duty Station: 

		14 Employing Office Location: 

		Exempt: Off

		Nonexempt: On

		Official Title of Positiona Department Bureau or Office: Wildland Firefighter

		Pay Plana Department Bureau or Office: GS

		Occupational Codea Department Bureau or Office: 0456

		Gradea Department Bureau or Office: 05

		Initiala Department Bureau or Office: GSS

		Datea Department Bureau or Office: 11/27/23

		Official Title of Positionb Second Level Review: 

		Occupational Code: 

		Initial: 

		Date: 

		19 Organizational Title of Position if different from or in addition to official title: Wildland Firefighter Apprentice

		20 Name of Employee if vacant specify: 

		21 Department Agency or Establishment US Department of the Interior: 

		c Third Subdivision: 

		d Fourth Subdivision: 

		b Second Subdivision: 

		e Fifth Subdivision: 

		a Typed Name and Title of Immediate Supervisor: 

		b Typed Name and Title of HigherLevel Supervisor or Manager optional: 

		Date_2: 

		Date_3: 

		Typed Name and Title of Official Taking Action: Scott Sigley, HR Specialist (Classification)

		Date_4: 

		24 Position Classification Standards Used in ClassifyingGrading Position: OPM Position Classification Standard for Wildland Fire Management, 0456, June 2022

		Initialsa Supervisor: 

		Datea Supervisor: 

		Initialsa Supervisor_2: 

		Datea Supervisor_2: 

		Initialsb Classifier: 

		Dateb Classifier: 

		Initialsb Classifier_2: 

		Dateb Classifier_2: 

		26 Remarks: 

		Subject to random drug testing options: [H HHS Drug Test Program]

		 Miscellaneous: BUS: 

		 Miscellaneous, Functional Code: [--]

		 Miscellaneous: BUS: [--]



		 Full Performance level, Grade: 

		 Full Performance level, Grade: [05]

		 Full Performance Level, Pay Plan:: [GS]



		18: 

		 Classified/Graded by, b: 

		 Second Level Review, Grade: [--]





		 Cybersecurity Code #1: 

		 Cybersecurity Code #2: [--]

		 Cybersecurity Code #1: [--]

		 Cybersecurity Code #3: [--]



		18 Classified/Graded by, b: 

		 Second Level Review, Pay Plan:: [--]



		21: 

		 Depeartment, Agency, or Establishment U: 

		 Department of the Interior, a: Bureau/First Subdivision: 

		 Department of the Interior, a: Bureau/First Subdivision: [--]







		6: 

		 Position Specifications: (Check all that apply: 

		 All boxes must be checked):  Telework suitable (PB 19-02)?: Off



		 Position Specifications (check all that apply: 

		 All boxes must be checked):  Subject to random drug testing (PB 17-15)?: Yes

		 All boxes must be checked): Subject to medical standards/surveillance?: Yes



		Position Specifications, check all that apply: 

		 All boxes must be checked):  Fire position? Mark yes if this position is in a 6: 

		Position Specifications, check all that apply: 

		 All boxes must be checked):  Fire position: 

		 Mark yes if position is in a fire organization and enter applicable Special Program ID field in FPPS code/s: (e: 

		g: 

		, FO/Fire-Other, F1, F2, F3, etc: 

		) Refer to the FPPS user guide for additional mandatory Special Population Code codes for FF retirement codes: Yes

















		17 Competitive Area Code: 

		Public Trust ModerateRisk: Off

		public trust NonSensitive HighRisk: Off

				2023-11-27T14:59:29-0500

		GREGORY SIGLEY





		17  Competitive Level Code: 

		six Position Specifications (check all that apply: 

		 All boxes must be checked): Law: Off










  
  


 
 


     
      


     


 


  


  


    
     


  
 


 
   


  
  


  


    
   


 
 


   
 


     


   
  


 


 


     
 


  


 
    


 
 


 


 


 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 


 
 


 


 


 
 


Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) Designation Worksheet (5 CFR Part 551) 
(Complete Worksheet in conjunction with Instructions for Completing the FLSA Designation Worksheet) 


Position Title/Pay Plan/Series/Grade: 
Position Number/Organization/Organization Code: 


I. Foreign Exemption (§551.212) and/or Exemption of employees receiving availability pay (§551.213)
If any of the boxes in this section are marked, the employee/position is Exempt and the remaining sections need not be
applied. See §551.104 for definition of Exempt Area. Refer to §551.212 when administering employees/positions meeting
the criteria for foreign exemption.


☐ The employee is permanently stationed in an exempt area and spends all hours of work in a given workweek in one or more exempt areas
(foreign exemption) 


☐ The employee is not permanently stationed in an exempt area, but spends all hours of work in a given workweek in one or more exempt 
areas (foreign exemption) 


☐ Criminal investigator receiving availability pay under §550.181(a), as provided in 29 U.S.C. 213(a)(16)
☐ Pilot employed by U.S. Customs and Border Protection or its successor who is a law enforcement officer as explained in §551.213(b)


II. Salary based Nonexemption (§551.203) and/or Nonexemption of certain employees (§551.204)
If any of the boxes in this section are marked, the employee/position is Nonexempt if: 1) none of the boxes in Section I are
checked; and 2) §551.208(c) Practice of law, §551.208(d) Practice of medicine, or §551.208(h) Teachers, do not apply to
the employee/position.


☐ Annual rate of basic pay is less than $23,660
☐ Equipment operating or protective occupations (nonsupervisory)
☐ Clerical occupations (nonsupervisory) 
☐ Technician work below GS-09 and many, but not all, of those positions that are at or above GS-09 (nonsupervisory)
☐ Nonsupervisory employees in the Federal Wage System (or comparable systems) 
☐ Employee/position requires highly specialized, technical skills and knowledge that can only be acquired through prolonged job training


and experience, such as Air Traffic Control or Aircraft Operation (applies to nonsupervisory white-collar employees). 


III. Exemption Criteria. The employee/position is Exempt from FLSA if the primary duties meet the “terms
and spirit” of one or more of the exemption criteria below (see General Principles §551.202).


☐ Primary Duty: the duty that constitutes the major part (over 50 percent) of an employee’s work.  A duty constituting less than 50 percent
of an employee’s work may be credited as the primary duty if the work: 1) constitutes a substantial, regular part of the work assigned and
performed; 2) is the reason for the existence of the position; and 3) is clearly exempt work in terms of the basic nature of the work, the
frequency with which the employee must exercise discretion and independent judgment, and the significance of the decisions made. 
(§551.104 Primary Duty)


A. Executive Exemption (§551.205) – all three boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria
☐ Primary duty is management (defined by §551.104 Management) of a Federal agency or any subdivision thereof;
☐ Customarily and regularly directs the work of two or more other employees – must have “operating authority” over employees.  This does


not include those who merely assist the manager or supervise in the manager’s absence; AND
☐ Has authority to hire or fire other employees OR whose suggestions and recommendations of such are given particular weight.


o Particular Weight: When the employee’s suggestions and recommendations as to the hiring, firing, advancement, promotion, or
any other change of status of other employees are: 1) part of the employee’s job duties; 2) regular and recurring in frequency;
and 3) regularly relied upon for decision making, even if higher level manager’s recommendations have more importance and if
the employee does not have authority to make the ultimate decision as to the “supervised” employee’s change in status.


B. Administrative Exemption (§551.206) – both boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria
☐ Primary duty is the performance of office or non-manual work directly related to the management or general business operations, as


distinguished from production functions, of the employer or the employer’s customers;
o Management or general business operations: to meet this requirement, the employee must perform work directly related to


assisting with the running or servicing of the “business.”  Examples include: finance, accounting, budgeting, auditing,
purchasing, procurement, safety and health, human resource management, computer network and database administration,
legal and regulatory compliance.  Depending upon the purpose of the work and the organizational context (line or staff), work
in certain occupations may be either exempt or nonexempt (§551.206(h)).


☐ Primary duty includes the exercise of discretion and independent judgment on matters of significance.
o Discretion and independent judgment: implies that the employee has authority to make an independent choice, even if the


decisions or recommendations are reviewed at a higher level and, upon occasion, revised or reversed.  Examples include, but 
are not limited to: 1) authority to formulate, affect, interpret, or implement mgmt. policies or operating practices; 2) carries out 







 
 


 
  


  
 


       
     


   
 


     
 


   


 
  


  


    
  


  
  


  
  


 
 


   
     


 
 


     
 


 
   


  
 


  
 


                 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 
 


 
 
 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 
 


 
 
 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


major assignments; 3) performs work that affects the organization’s operations to a substantial degree; 4) authority to commit 
the employer in matters that have significant financial impact; 5) authority to waive or deviate from established policies and 
procedures without prior approval; 6) authority to negotiate and bind the organization on significant matters; 7) provides 
consultation or expert advice to mgmt.; 8) involved in planning long or short-term objectives; 9) investigates and resolves 
matters of significance on behalf of mgmt.; and 10) represents the organization in handling complaints, arbitrating disputes, or 
resolving grievances. (§551.206(b) and (c)) 


C. Professional Exemption (§551.207) – to apply this exemption criteria, must check the “Primary Duty” box  AND all 
the boxes of at least one of the two Professionals or Computer Employees listed below


☐ Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily
acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction or requiring invention, imagination, originality, or talent in a
recognized field of artistic or creative endeavor.


1. Learned Professionals (§551.208) – all boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria
☐ Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring advanced knowledge in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by a


prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction; AND
☐ Perform work requiring advanced knowledge (cannot be attained at high school level) which is predominantly intellectual in character and


includes work requiring the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment; AND
☐ The advanced knowledge must be in a field of science or learning which includes the traditional professions of physical, chemical, and


biological sciences, accounting, actuarial computation, engineering, architecture, law, medicine, theology, teaching, and other 
occupations as distinguished from mechanical arts or skilled trades; AND


☐ The advanced knowledge must be customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction which restricts the
exemption to professions where specialized academic training is a standard prerequisite for entrance into the profession. On unusual 
occasions, engineering technicians performing work comparable to that performed by professional engineers on the basis of advanced
knowledge may also be exempt (§551.208(3)(f)); however, they are also an example of an occupation that would not meet this particular
criteria (§551.208(3)). 


2. Creative Professionals (§551.209) – must check the box in order to apply this exemption criteria
☐ Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring invention, imagination, originality, or talent in a recognized field of artistic or 


creative endeavor as opposed to routine mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work. Examples include actors, musicians, composers,
conductors, soloists. Painters who, at most, are given the subject matter of their painting and writers who choose their own subject may
also be included. Employees engaged in the work of newspapers, magazines, television, or other media are not exempt creative 
professionals if they only collect, organize, and record information that is routine or already public.


3. Computer Employees (§551.210) – all boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria
☐ Employee’s annual salary is not less than $23,660 (proposed to be $47,476), or hourly pay rate is not less than $27.63; and 
☐ The employee must work as a computer systems analyst, computer programmer, software engineer, or other similarly skilled worker in


the computer field, performing duties described under primary duties below; and 
☐ Primary duty must consist of: 1) the application of systems analysis techniques and procedures, including consulting with users, to 


determine hardware, software, or system functional specifications; 2) the design, development, documentation, analysis, creation, testing,
or modification of computer systems or programs, including prototypes, based on and related to user or system design specifications; 3) 
the design, documentation, testing, creation, or modification of computer programs related to machine operating systems; OR 4) a 
combination of the aforementioned duties, the performance of which requires the same level of skills.


☐ The computer employee exemption does not include employees engaged in the manufacture or repair of computer hardware and related 
equipment and does not include employees whose work is highly dependent upon, or facilitated by, the use of computers and computer
software programs, and who are not primarily engaged in computer systems analysis and programming or other similarly skilled
computer-related occupations. Check this box if position does NOT include these duties. 


Final Designation of FLSA Exemption Status: Non Exempt or Exempt 
If Exempt, provide justification, including citing the applicable exemption criteria: 


Name and Title of Evaluator: 
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________ 


Date of Determination: 


Note: FLSA determinations can temporarily change due to temporary activities as described in §551.211 (performing different work or 
duties for a temporary period of time); §551.215 (fire protection activities); or §551.216 (law enforcement activities). 
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Instructions for Completing the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) Designation Worksheet 


Background   
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) was passed in 1938 “to provide for the establishment of fair labor standards 
in employments in and affecting interstate commerce, and for other purposes.” The “finding and declaration” 
was that “the Congress finds that the existence, in industries engaged in commerce or in the production of 
goods for commerce, of labor conditions detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living 
necessary for health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers.” (The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, As 
Amended; WH Publication 1318, Revised May 2011; §202 (a)) The FLSA establishes minimum wage, overtime 
pay, recordkeeping, and youth employment standards affecting employees in the private sector and in the 
Federal, State, and local governments. The U.S. Office of Personnel Management administers the provisions of 
the FLSA for employees of Federal agencies with a few exceptions (§551.102 and §551.103). 5 CFR Part 551 
addresses pay administration under the FLSA and “contains the regulations, criteria, and conditions set forth by 
the OPM as prescribed by the Act, supplements and implements the Act, and must be read in conjunction with 
it.” 


Definitions (§551.104) 
Customarily and Regularly.  A frequency which must be greater than occasional, but which may be less than 


constant.  Tasks or work performed customarily and regularly includes normally and recurrently performed work 


every workweek.  It does not include isolated or one-time tasks. 


Discretion and independent judgment (§551.206 (b)).  In addition to the definition on the Worksheet, the 


following guidance helps to further define this term: a) the fact that many employees perform identical work or 


work of the same relative importance does not mean that the work of each such employee does not involve the 


exercise of discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of significance; b) discretion and 


independent judgment must be more than the use of skill in applying well-established techniques, procedures, 


or specific standards described in manuals or other sources; and c) the use of manuals, guidelines, or other 


established procedures containing or relating to highly technical, scientific, legal, financial, or other similarly 


complex matters that can be understood or interpreted only by those with advanced or specialized knowledge 


or skills does not preclude exemption.  Such manuals and procedures provide guidance in addressing difficult or 


novel circumstances and thus use of such reference material would not affect an employee's exemption status. 


However, employees who simply apply well-established techniques or procedures described in manuals or other 


sources within closely prescribed limits to determine the correct response to an inquiry or set of circumstances 


will be nonexempt. 


Exempt area.  Any foreign country, or any territory under the jurisdiction of the United States, other than the 


following locations: (1) A State of the United States; (2) The District of Columbia; (3) Puerto Rico; (4) The U.S. 


Virgin Islands; (5) Outer Continental Shelf Lands as defined in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (67 Stat. 


462); (6) American Samoa; (7) Guam; (8) Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands; (9) Midway Atoll; (10) 


Wake Island; (11) Johnston Island; and (12) Palmyra. 


FLSA Exempt.  Not covered by the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the FLSA. 


FLSA Nonexempt.  Covered by the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the FLSA. 


Formulate, affect, interpret, or implement management policies or operating practices.  Work that involves 


management policies or operating practices which range from specific objectives of a small field office to broad 


national goals.  Employees performing such work make policy decisions or participate indirectly through 


developing or recommending proposals that are acted on by others. Execution of management policies involves 


obtaining compliance with such policies or making significant determinations furthering the operation of 



https://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/statutes/FairLaborStandAct.pdf

https://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/statutes/FairLaborStandAct.pdf

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=b3cf4999c023c50f2883c34b390094c7&rgn=div5&view=text&node=5:1.0.1.2.73&idno=5#se5.1.551_1101
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programs and accomplishment of program objectives. Administrative employees engaged in such work typically 


perform one or more phases of program management.  


Management.  Performing activities such as interviewing, selecting, and training of employees; setting and 


adjusting their rates of pay and hours of work; directing the work of employees; maintaining records for use in 


supervision or control; appraising employees’ productivity and efficiency for purpose of recommending 


promotions or other changes in status; handling employee complaints and grievances; disciplining employees; 


planning the work; determining the techniques to be used; apportioning the work among the employees; 


determining the type of materials, supplies, machinery, equipment, or tools to be used; controlling the flow and 


distribution of materials or merchandise and supplies; providing for the safety and security of the employees or 


the property; planning and controlling the budget; and monitoring or implementing legal compliance measures. 


Matters of Significance (§551.206 (a) and (g)).  The level of importance or consequence of the work performed.  


An employee does not exercise discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of significance 


merely because the employer will experience financial losses if the employee fails to perform the job properly. 


For example, a messenger who is entrusted with carrying large sums of money does not exercise discretion and 


independent judgment with respect to matters of significance even though serious consequences may flow from 


the employee's neglect. Similarly, an employee who operates very expensive equipment does not exercise 


discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of significance merely because improper 


performance of the employee's duties may cause serious financial loss to the employer. 


Primary Duty.  The duty that constitutes the major part (over 50 percent) of an employee's work. A duty 


constituting less than 50 percent of an employee's work (alternative primary duty) may be credited as the 


primary duty for exemption purposes provided that duty: (1) Constitutes a substantial, regular part of the work 


assigned and performed; (2) Is the reason for the existence of the position; and (3) Is clearly exempt work in 


terms of the basic nature of the work, the frequency with which the employee must exercise discretion and 


independent judgment as discussed in §551.206, and the significance of the decisions made. 


Recognized organizational unit.  An established and defined organizational entity which has regularly assigned 


employees and for which a supervisor is responsible for planning and accomplishing a continuing workload. This 


distinguishes supervisors from leaders of temporary groups formed to perform assignments of limited duration. 


Continuity of the same subordinates is not essential to the existence of a recognized organizational unit with a 


continuing function.  See definitions for more explanation and examples. 


General Principles (§551.202)   
In all exemption determinations, the following principles must be observed:  a) each employee is presumed to 


be FLSA nonexempt unless the employing agency correctly determines that the employee clearly meets the 


requirements of one or more of the exemptions of this subpart and such supplemental interpretations or 


instructions issued by OPM; b) exemption criteria must be narrowly construed to apply only to those employees 


who are clearly within the terms and spirit of the exemption; c) the burden of proof rests with the agency that 


asserts the exemption; d) an employee who clearly meets the criteria for exemption must be designated FLSA 


exempt.  If there is a reasonable doubt as to whether an employee meets the criteria for exemption, the 


employee will be designated FLSA nonexempt; e) while established position descriptions and titles may assist in 


making initial FLSA exemption determinations, the designation of an employee as FLSA exempt or nonexempt 


must ultimately rest on the duties actually performed by the employee (do not rely solely on the position 


description (PD) when making FLSA determinations); f) although separate criteria are provided for the 


exemption of executive, administrative, and professional employees, those categories are not mutually 


exclusive.  Employees who perform a combination of exempt duties set forth in this regulation may also qualify 


for exemption (i.e., work that is exempt under one section of this part will not defeat the exemption under any 
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other section); g) failure to meet the criteria for exemption under what might appear to be the most obvious 


criteria does not preclude exemption under another category; h) although it is normally feasible and more 


convenient to identify a single exemption category, this is not always appropriate.  An exemption may be based 


on a combination of functions, no one of which constitutes the primary duty, or the employee's primary duty 


may involve two categories which are intermingled and difficult to segregate.  The agency is responsible for 


showing and documenting that the work as a whole clearly meets one or more of the exemption criteria.  


Special Retirement Positions   
The FLSA determinations do not play a role in special firefighter and law enforcement retirement coverage 


determinations. However, refer to the Department’s website for instructions on submitting new and updated 


PDs, including updated FLSA determinations, for special retirement coverage determination:  
https://www.doi.gov/flert/ 


Performance of Different Work or Duties for a Temporary Period of Time  
Performing different work or duties for a temporary period of time may affect an employee's exemption status.  


This applies only when an employee must perform work or duties that are not consistent with the employee's 


primary duties for an extended period, that is, for more than 30 consecutive calendar days—the “30-day test.”  


The period of performing different work or duties may or may not involve a different geographic duty location.  


The exemption status of an employee temporarily performing different work or duties must be determined as 


described in §551.211; refer to this section of 5 CFR when addressing the effect of performing different work or 


duties for a temporary period of time on FLSA exemption status. 


Completing the Worksheet   
Positions/employees are presumed to be FLSA nonexempt.  A position/employee may only be designated as 


FLSA exempt when proper application of exemption criteria has been applied and documented using the FLSA 


Worksheet.  If there is a reasonable doubt as to whether a position/employee meets the criteria for exemption, 


the position/employee will be designated FLSA nonexempt.    


Section I. Foreign Exemption and/or Exemption of employees receiving availability pay 
When applying foreign exemption and/or exemption of employees receiving availability pay, refer to §551.212 


and §551.213.  


Foreign exemption applies if the employee meets one of the two criteria listed on the Worksheet as referenced 


in §551.212(b).  However, employees who are permanently stationed in an exempt area are not subject to the 


foreign exemption when the employee spends any hours of work in any nonexempt area.  If the duties being 


performed in the nonexempt area are consistent with the primary duties of the official position, the FLSA 


exemption status is that of the position in a nonexempt area.  If the duties being performed in the nonexempt 


area are different than the primary duties, exemption status of the temporary duties must be determined by 


applying §551.211. 


When foreign exemption applies to a position, complete two FLSA Worksheets: 1) worksheet represents the 


application of the foreign exemption, and 2) worksheet represents the FLSA determination of the position 


without the foreign exemption criteria (i.e., the FLSA determination of the primary duties when performed in a 


nonexempt area).     


Section II. Salary-based nonexemption and/or nonexemption of certain employees   
Bargaining Board.  Nonsupervisory Bargaining Board positions are in a “comparable system” to FWS and would 


be nonexempt. 



https://www.doi.gov/flert/
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Technical Positions.  Technical work is typically associated with and supportive of a Professional or 


Administrative field.  If a nonsupervisory position falls into a technical/assistant occupational series (such as 


Supply Technician, Budget Technician, HR Assistant), is associated with and supportive of an administrative field, 


and is properly classified, the position is generally nonexempt regardless of grade.  Nonsupervisory technician 


positions (such as Engineering Technician, Biological Science Technician, Hydrologic Technician) associated with 


and supportive of Professional fields are also generally nonexempt; however, higher graded technician positons 


of this type must be carefully evaluated against the exemption criteria.   


Section III. Exemption Criteria   
Apply the General Principles (§551.202) when making FLSA coverage determinations.  In addition to the General 


Principles, below are general guidelines. 


A. Executive Exemption Criteria (§551.205) 
This exemption category is comprised of positions which meet the threshold for applying the General 


Schedule Supervisory Guide (GSSG) or the Federal Wage Job Grading Standard for Supervisors.  Assuming 


sound position management principles are followed, there are few situations where managerial or 


supervisory positions are nonexempt, with the exception of the proper application of the salary-based 


nonexemption criteria under the first section of the Worksheet.  


In general, the authorities granted to leader type positions are insufficient to meet the Executive exemption 


criteria outlined in 5 CFR 551.205.  However, an employee who leads a team of other employees assigned to 


complete major projects may meet the requirements for an Administrative exemption (§551.206(i)). 


In general, Code 4 Supervisors CSRA (positions that meet the definition of Supervisor in 5 U.S.C. 7103(a)(10), 


but do not meet the minimum requirements for application of the GSSG) will not likely meet the Executive 


exemption criteria because they will not likely meet the primary duty standard and possibly the “two or 


more” employees supervised standard.  Careful consideration should be given to these positions when 


applying the Executive exemption criteria. 


B. Administrative Exemption Criteria (§551.206)    
This exemption category is comprised of positions/employees whose primary duty is the performance of 


office or non-manual work directly related to the management or general business operations of the 


organization (i.e., staff work opposed to line work) and whose primary duty includes the exercise of 


discretion and independent judgement with respect to matters of significance. It is very important to apply 


the definitions of these terms when applying this exemption criteria. 


▪ Executive Assistant or Administrative Assistant Positions. An executive assistant or administrative 


assistant to a high-level manager or senior executive (e.g., bureau head or executive services director 


and their deputies) generally meets the duties requirements for the Administrative exemption if such 


employee, without specific instruction or prescribed procedures, has been delegated authority 


regarding matters of significance. Merely reporting to a high-level manager or senior executive does not 


automatically confer an Administrative exemption. These positions typically do NOT perform clerical 


work. 


▪ Human Resources (HR) Positions. HR employees who formulate, interpret or implement HR 


management policies generally meet the duties requirements for the Administrative exemption. In 


addition, when interviewing and screening functions are performed by the HR employee who makes the 


hiring decision or makes recommendations for hiring from a pool of qualified applicants, such duties 


constitute exempt work, even though routine, because this work is directly and closely related to the 


employee’s exempt function.   
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▪ Management Analysts, Program Analysts, and Management Advisor Positions. Management Analysts 


who study the operations of an organization and propose changes in the organization, Program Analysts 


who study program operations and propose changes to the program, and other Management Advisors 


generally meet the duties requirements for the administrative exemption. 


▪ Acquisition Positions. Acquisition employees with authority to bind the organization to significant 


purchases generally meet the duties requirement for the Administrative exemption, even if they must 


consult with higher management officials when making a commitment.   


▪ Line versus Staff Positions. Certain occupations typically assist and support line managers and assume 


facets of overall management function.  Neither the location of the work nor the number of the 


employees performing the same or similar work turns such work into a production (line) function.  For 


example, if human resources, acquisition, or financial management services were centralized for the 


Department or a Bureau, this does not change the inherent administrative nature of the work from staff 


to production (line) work. Similarly, employees who develop, interpret, and oversee agency policy are 


performing management support functions; some of these activities may be performed by employees 


who would otherwise qualify (or not qualify) for another exemption.  Depending upon the purpose of 


the work and the organizational context, work in certain occupations may be either exempt or 


nonexempt.  For example, criminal investigators who perform work directly related to the internal 


management of the agency and typically would be expected to provide recommendations of great 


significance based on the analysis of investigative findings would likely be considered as performing a 


staff function. In contrast, the performance of investigative and inspectional work to confirm whether 


specific regulatory requirements have been met for an investigative/inspectional component of any 


agency would likely be considered as performing a line rather than a staff function. Supervisors should 


be consulted to ensure that these types of positons are performing “administrative” duties that meet 


the Administrative exemption criteria before making an exempt determination.  


▪ Computer Positions. Systems analysts and computer programmers generally meet the duties 


requirements for the Administrative exemption if their primary duty includes work such as planning, 


scheduling, and coordinating activities required to develop systems to solve complex business, scientific 


or engineering problems of the organization or the organization's customers. A senior or lead computer 


programmer who leads a team of other employees assigned to complete a major project that is directly 


related to the management or general business operations of the employer or the employer's customers 


generally meets the duties requirements for the Administrative exemption, even if the employee does 


not have direct supervisory responsibility over the other employees on the team. (§551.210(d))   


▪ Lead positions. An employee who leads a team of other employees assigned to complete major projects 


(such as acquisitions; negotiating real estate transactions or collective bargaining agreements; designing 


and implementing productivity improvements; oversight, compliance, or program reviews; 


investigations) generally meets the duties requirements for the administrative exemption, even if the 


employee does not have direct supervisory responsibility over the other employees on the team. An 


example is a lead auditor who oversees an audit team in an auditing agency and who is assigned 


responsibility for leading a major audit requiring the use of substantial agency resources. This auditor is 


responsible for proposing the parameters of the audit and developing a plan of action and milestones to 


accomplish the audit. Included in the plan are the methodologies to be used, the staff and other 


resources required to conduct the audit, proposed staff member assignments, etc. When conducting the 


audit, the lead auditor makes on-site decisions and/or proposes major changes to managers on matters 


of significance in accomplishing the audit, including deviations from established policies and practices of 


the agency. 


▪ Ordinary inspection positions. Ordinary inspection work generally does not meet the duties 


requirements for the administrative exemption. Inspectors normally perform specialized work along 
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standardized lines involving well-established techniques and procedures which may have been 


catalogued and described in manuals or other sources. Such inspectors rely on techniques and skills 


acquired by special training or experience. They have some leeway in the performance of their work but 


only within closely prescribed limits.  


C. Professional Exemption Criteria (§551.207)  
If a position is properly classified in an occupational series designated as Professional and the work being 


performed meets the Professional exemption criteria as outlined in 5 CFR 551.207, the position is exempt.      


See §551.207 for further clarifying guidance on meeting or not meeting this exemption criteria for many 


specific occupations such as legal and medical occupations, accounting, engineering and architecture, and 


teaching and instructing. 


 


Work requiring advanced knowledge means work which is predominantly intellectual in character, and 


which includes work requiring the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment. Professional work is 


therefore distinguished from work involving routine mental, manual, mechanical or physical work. A 


professional employee generally uses the advanced knowledge to analyze, interpret or make deductions 


from varying facts or circumstances. Advanced knowledge cannot be attained at the high school level.   


 


The advanced knowledge must be in a field of science or learning which includes the traditional professions 


of law, medicine, theology, accounting, actuarial computation, engineering, architecture, teaching, various 


types of physical, chemical and biological sciences, pharmacy, and other similar occupations that have a 


recognized professional status. 


 


The advanced knowledge must be customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual 


instruction which restricts the exemption to professions where specialized academic training is a standard 


prerequisite for entrance into the profession….the learned professional exemption is not applicable to 


occupations that customarily may be performed with only the general knowledge acquired by an academic 


degree in any field, with knowledge acquired through an apprenticeship, or with training in the performance 


of routine mental, manual, mechanical, or physical processes. The learned professional exemption also does 


not apply to occupations in which most employees have acquired their skill by experience rather than by 


advanced specialized intellectual instruction. The position of Engineering Technician is an example of such 


an occupation where the employee collects, observes, tests and records factual scientific data within the 


oversight of professional engineers, and performs work using knowledge acquired through on-the-job and 


classroom training rather than by acquiring the knowledge through prolonged academic study. 


 


The OPM Series definition for the GS-1102, Contracting Series, states that the positions in this series 


perform professional work. While Contracting work would not traditionally be considered professional work, 


Contracting work classified in the GS-1102 may fall under the professional exemption criteria of §551.208(b) 


Expansion of professional exemption. 
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		If any of the boxes in this section are marked, the employee/position is Exempt and the remaining sections need not be applied. See §551.104 for definition of Exempt Area. Refer to §551.212 when administering employees/positions meeting the criteria f...



		II. Salary based Nonexemption (§551.203) and/or Nonexemption of certain employees (§551.204)

		If any of the boxes in this section are marked, the employee/position is Nonexempt if: 1) none of the boxes in Section I are checked; and 2) §551.208(c) Practice of law, §551.208(d) Practice of medicine, or §551.208(h) Teachers, do not apply to the em...



		III. Exemption Criteria. The employee/position is Exempt from FLSA if the primary duties meet the “terms and spirit” of one or more of the exemption criteria below (see General Principles §551.202).

		A. Executive Exemption (§551.205) – all three boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria

		B. Administrative Exemption (§551.206) – both boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria

		C. Professional Exemption (§551.207) – to apply this exemption criteria, must check the “Primary Duty” box AND all the boxes of at least one of the two Professionals or Computer Employees listed below

		1. Learned Professionals (§551.208) – all boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria

		2. Creative Professionals (§551.209) – must check the box in order to apply this exemption criteria

		3. Computer Employees (§551.210) – all boxes must be checked to apply this exemption criteria







		The employee is permanently stationed in an exempt area and spends all hours of work in a given workweek in one or more exempt areas: Off

		The employee is not permanently stationed in an exempt area but spends all hours of work in a given workweek in one or more exempt: Off

		Criminal investigator receiving availability pay under 550181a as provided in 29 USC 213a16: Off

		Pilot employed by US Customs and Border Protection or its successor who is a law enforcement officer as explained in 551213b: Off

		Annual rate of basic pay is less than 23660: Off

		Equipment operating or protective occupations nonsupervisory: Off

		Clerical occupations nonsupervisory: Off

		Technician work below GS09 and many but not all of those positions that are at or above GS09 nonsupervisory: Off

		Nonsupervisory employees in the Federal Wage System or comparable systems: Off

		Employeeposition requires highly specialized technical skills and knowledge that can only be acquired through prolonged job training: Off

		Primary Duty the duty that constitutes the major part over 50 percent of an employees work  A duty constituting less than 50 percent: Off

		Primary duty is management defined by 551104 Management of a Federal agency or any subdivision thereof: Off

		Customarily and regularly directs the work of two or more other employees  must have operating authority over employees  This does: Off

		Has authority to hire or fire other employees OR whose suggestions and recommendations of such are given particular weight: Off

		Primary duty is the performance of office or nonmanual work directly related to the management or general business operations as: Off

		Primary duty includes the exercise of discretion and independent judgment on matters of significance: Off

		Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily: Off

		Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring advanced knowledge in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by a: Off

		Perform work requiring advanced knowledge cannot be attained at high school level which is predominantly intellectual in character and: Off

		The advanced knowledge must be in a field of science or learning which includes the traditional professions of physical chemical and: Off

		The advanced knowledge must be customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction which restricts the: Off

		Primary duty must be the performance of work requiring invention imagination originality or talent in a recognized field of artistic or: Off

		Employees annual salary is not less than 23660 proposed to be 47476 or hourly pay rate is not less than 2763 and: Off

		The employee must work as a computer systems analyst computer programmer software engineer or other similarly skilled worker in: Off

		Primary duty must consist of 1 the application of systems analysis techniques and procedures including consulting with users to: Off

		The computer employee exemption does not include employees engaged in the manufacture or repair of computer hardware and related: Off
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